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Background
On Nov. 30, 2012, the Nova Scotia Association of Regional Development Authorities [NSARDA], the
Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities [UNSM], and the Nova Scotia Chambers of Commerce
partnered to host the 2012 Economic Summit. Focusing on change leadership, innovation and
partnership, the Summit provided a venue for business and government to come together, listen,
be heard, and be inspired by real solutions. Presentations from the Economic Summit can be found
on the UNSM and NSARDA’s websites.

Process Overview
During the event, participants had the opportunity to participate in two breakout small group
sessions, led by volunteer table hosts. The first breakout session focused on Nova Scotia’s Regional
Development Authority (RDA) Review Panel Recommendations. Six questions were posed to gather
input with respect to this document. Information gathered, as submitted by volunteer table hosts,
from this breakout session has been compiled, and is included as Appendix A.
A second breakout session focused on the Nova Scotia Commission on Building our New Economy.
Several questions were posed for consideration. Raw data from this breakout is included as
Appendix B.
The remainder of this report provides a synthesis of key themes emerging from these sessions.

What We Heard: RDA Breakout Session
Questions posed in the RDA Breakout session followed a Process Framework entitled What? So
What? Now What? to guide questioning and stimulate discussion. People who like to observe find
their strengths in the Notice questions (What?), those who are adept at reflection and abstract
conceptualizing enjoy the meaning questions (So What?), and those who are skilled at taking action
find their niche in talking about applications (Now What?). As such, there is duplication of themes
as participants move through the questions. Illustrative comments gathered from this breakout are
organized as follows. Raw data is included as Appendix A.
A. What? The Notice Question (Observations)
Question 1: What stands out for you in this report?
B. So What? The Meaning Questions (Reflections)
Question 2: From your perspective, do these recommendations make sense to you?
Question 3: What benefits would this have for us collectively?
Question 4: What additional questions does this raise for you?
C. Now What? The Application Questions (Actions)
Question 5: What approaches can we take that will motivate people to collaborate on the
next steps?
Question 6: Who else needs to be involved?
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A. What? The Notice Question
Question 1: What stands out for you in this report?
When asked to share their initial observations on the RDA Review Panel Report, five topics
emerged:
 RENs’ Core Activities
 Governance and Accountability
 Geography
 Change Management
 Challenges
RENs’ Core Activities
Participants acknowledged several positive attributes of the RENs’ mandate and core activities. The
requirement of alignment with provincial economic development priorities, and the focus on
business development and job creation was viewed as positive. Also, the potential for regional
cooperation, and a reduction on possible competition between municipal units for the same
business, was also cited. This could set the stage for new investment attraction, if done right.
On the other hand, some participants felt the Core Activities outlined in the report are too vague.
With a focus on business development, where do tourism, immigration, and community
development fit? Participants expressed concern regarding whether community development had
been well defined, and what might be lost if no work is done on this side of things [i.e., will we lose
large economic generators such as Joggins, Grand Pre, etc.?) Also, where do training, trade and
innovation belong, and how are these areas expanded in moving forward? Federal and provincial
governments have the same end goals – training and trade. There needs to be a ‘drill down’ on
these functions to see how they actually will work.
Governance and Accountability
There were positive comments regarding the proposed governance structure. One perceived
advantage of the proposed structure was the opportunity it provided municipal partners to have a
more active role, enabling the province and municipalities to start with a ‘clean slate’, as equal
partners. In addition, the governance model affords leadership the opportunity to pull together
other key partners to facilitate collaboration. Getting the right attributes at the table, in the
beginning, will be key. Having priority sectors represented on Boards of Directors is also a good
idea. Many also welcomed the focus of the new direction towards economic development and
business retention, which has the potential to get better buy-in from businesses.
There was considerable reference to Board composition. Participants stressed the importance of
consistency across RENs in terms of Board make-up, roles and responsibilities, and proper training.
However, there were mixed reviews regarding the absence of politicians on the Boards. Elected
officials are responsible for how tax dollars are being spent and may have to be at the table. The
absence of elected representatives would precipitate the need for regular communication
mechanisms to update municipal units. There was a recommendation that Mayors might be
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engaged as ex-officio members. There was also a question of how municipal representatives would
be selected, particularly in those RENs that encompass 11 municipalities.
In terms of accountability, participants noted the importance of identifying measures of success.
Outcomes need to be specific and measurable. It will be a problem if measures are opposing each
other region to region. It was suggested that RENs be reviewed every five years.
Geography
There were differing views regarding the proposed regions for RENs. While the increased size of
the regions could promote collaboration, there was concern that there may be a loss of local
development focus. Also, it may be difficult to obtain consensus on priority development across
large geographic areas. Some feel that the RENs should be organized around sectors, not regions,
and that the proposed boundaries can pose impediments to relationships and understanding from
communities that are much further away. For others, ignoring traditional boundaries and creating
corridors on communities of interest, was viewed as positive. Ultimately, people need ownership
over how the boundaries are defined, and suggest that the proposed boundaries must be viewed
as a starting point or a draft.
Change Management /Transition Planning
By far, the most consistent issue raised was concern over the transition from the current RDAs
model to the new RENs model. Participants are anxious to know what the composition of a
transition team will be, and who will implement, develop and oversee the actual transition. Also,
how will the transition team communicate with municipalities, RDAs and other stakeholders?
Employee retention is a critical issue. RDA’s are losing valued, talented staff right now. Lack of
clarity regarding future mandates makes this more difficult. There are questions regarding whether
the RDAs are being transformed, or are they being wound down and eliminated. If so, what is the
potential number of job losses? There is also concern regarding how existing funded projects will
be handled through the transition. Without doubt, there is strong support for ensuring a robust,
active role for current RDAs in transition planning.
In terms of resources, there are many unanswered questions. For example, in terms of budgets
what will the transition costs and who will be responsible for these costs? Also, while
opportunities for shared services among the six RENS exist, challenges to be addressed include
access to clients, operational logistics, one office, satellite offices, communications, and
technology. Transition planning is time sensitive, as municipal budgets will be set soon.
Furthermore, if workload and responsibilities are assumed by municipal units to accomplish this
task, will they have adequate staff? More clarity is also required in terms of how secondments
might work. If secondments are utilized, there will be fewer positions for current staff to apply for.
Finally, it is recognized that considerable time and effort will be required to create and implement a
regional plan as large as this, and will require substantial ‘face time’ with partners. Municipalities
are decision-making bodies, independent of each other, and UNSM.
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Challenges
In addition to challenges noted above, participants identified municipality buy-in as a significant
challenge. There was some speculation that municipalities may end up contributing more than
they had before, without the same level of service. There are also questions which respect to
whether municipalities can decide to opt out, and what will happen if they do. It was suggested
that municipalities may see this as a push to amalgamate small municipalities, and may want to see
the REN fail. For some, discussion of the report at the Summit was premature. The report had just
been released and most people had barely read it, or discussed it with their Municipal Councils. It
was felt that there was perceived lack of forethought given to the timing of the transition period
and next steps, generally.
B. So What? The Meaning Questions
Question 2: From your perspective, do these recommendations make sense to you?
Question 3: What benefits would this have for us collectively?
Question 4: What additional questions does this raise for you?

When asked if the recommendations in the report made sense as a path forward, a significant
number of participants responded positively. Illustrative perceived benefits include:
 Limited financial investments [provincial and municipal] can be focused on regional assets
[i.e., business sector clustering].
 The five year funding will permit RENs to implement the region’s development strategy
[less impact from municipal elections and Council turnover].
 The model offers one stop shopping, collaboration, and shared responsibility.
 Opportunities to fund new enterprises might appear.
 Changes could put a new focus on economic viability.
 It supports the need to look outside the box – prevents missed opportunities
 Municipalities are true partners with a real stake in this model; municipal ownership of the
plan will ensure REN activities are aligned with municipal funding partners.
 The standardized funding formula and mandate across the network make sense, good to
increase accountability.
 Outcomes – high value jobs; results are more focused - job creation and maintenance
 Shared resources, shared messaging, specialize resources for specific sectors in geographic
area
 A focus on skilled labor will provide Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC) and the
universities opportunities to develop sector specific training
 Opportunity to refresh staff in transition
 Structured board development/skill sets across the province
Attitude and leadership was considered a critical success factor. Not everyone may be ready to join
at the same time. Some will be up and running and effective sooner than others, which can be
used as a model or best practices to help other areas. Different skill sets may be required with a
new model. There needs to be training and an opportunity to learn. Additionally, everyone needs
to be true partners and have a desire to be at the table.
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In contrast to the perceived benefits, participants also cited concerns.
 Politicians in ex-officio could be challenging.
 Nova Scotia Business Inc. (NSBI) has a role in four areas. Businesses are not concerned
about boundaries or focus. They want their concern addressed. How will RENs accomplish
what they need on a local basis? What slice of the economy will REN work on?
 Staff motivation in transition is a concern.
 There are lots of questions about the funding formula. Some municipalities will be asked to
contribute more than before to something that may, or may not, deliver the same as
before.
 The Model has a heavy administration ‘feel’.
 Perceived challenges in working across county boundaries
 Not enough information to determine
 What happens in situations where economic development is done by a separate entity?
Need to have a mechanism for community ideas to fit in.
 Feds looking to download to municipalities; the Feds may not be funding the RENs
operations, but should fund projects
 Will there be buy in? The issue is that buy-in needs to come from no one sitting in this
room currently.
In terms of collective benefits, participants recognized the value in bringing municipal units
together, making them more regional in approach, breaking down invisible political walls, and
sharing resources. If municipalities can agree to a common focused mandate and increased
resources, it could provide a great catalyst to business development and the opportunity for
business clusters. It does not matter where the jobs are – the region benefits as a whole. It also
should help funders to the table because there will be a clearer plan/objectives.
When asked what additional questions the report raised for participants, a significant number of
questions were raised. Some of the questions have already been captured in previous sections of
the report. Additional questions include:
 What is the goal and what is the measure?
 Will there be a commitment from the municipalities, and what if they decide not to join?
Do they, or can they, create their own Economic Development Organization?
 How is the new structure going to be monitored and evaluated?
 Will NSARDA exist? If so, what is their role?
 What will be the breakdown of funds from municipalities?
 Will the municipalities provide bridge funding in transition, until such time as municipalities
agree on a way forward?
 Will there be a fee for service for the administrative services provided by the
municipalities? Will it be standard? Will there be an RFP?
 How flexible are the boundaries? Will the province consider smaller areas for a REN?
 What are the timelines for implementation?
 What about the Federal government’s commitment to rural Canada? They pulled ACOA,
but have they pulled their funding?
 How will the five year funding agreements correlate to the four year term of municipal
Councils?
 What is the communication strategy – internal and external?
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What does this new model mean for Economic and Rural Development and Tourism?
How does the Nova Scotia Commission on Building a New Economy play into this report?
Who will deliver Business Retention and Expansion (BRE) and Newcomer Navigator
Programs?
How do projects transfer over? Where do the community development projects live long
term?
Will current RDA staff be seconded, or just those from the Province and current Municipal
Economic Development staff?
Should Cape Breton Regional Municipality (CBRM) be excluded, like Halifax Region
Municipality (HRM)? They still have a Federal funding partner.
What will the legislation look like? What will happen to current legislation?
When the model is fully up and running, would the RENs act as a large resource of skill and
knowledge, utilized by the province, to address provincial or regional challenges as they
arise?
How is Halifax involved and connected? Are we setting up for urban vs. rural, by having
HRM operating by different rules?
Will there be a networking mechanism for provincial collaboration such as Nova Scotia
Regional Development Authorities Association (NSRDA) does now?
What is the nature of the relationship with Nova Scotia Business Inc. (NSBI)?

C. Now What? The Application Questions (Actions)
Question 5: What approaches can we take that will motivate people to collaborate on the next
steps?
Question 6: Who else needs to be involved?
Participants had extensive ideas regarding strategies that will help motivate people to collaborate
on next steps. Examples include:
 Create the transition team.
 Get everyone behind one goal [i.e., Prosperity for the Future]
 Facilitation assistance
 Regional planning sessions – RDA’s and Chambers of Commerce may be able to assist.
 Involve CAOs and RDA Executive Directors in solution seeking.
 Develop a strategic plan.
 Provide good examples and best practices across the province. We need to build on the
successes. Focus on the issues with the highest impact.
 Consider whether the Economic Commission can tie into this.
 There must be public forum to ensure people/public know about it.
 There must be open and transparent dialogue with the province. This means two-way
communication
 Engage the business community.
 Develop a communication strategy that can demonstrate why it’s in everybody’s best
interest to collaborate.
 People need to understand it’s not a restructuring document – core activities are presented
to the REN but it doesn’t have to box the REN into not doing other activities.
 Economic and Rural Development and Tourism needs to spread the word.
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Establish communication website [frequently asked questions, community calendar, etc.]

Regarding expanding involvement in moving forward participants identified the following:
 Business community [most noteworthy gap]
 Provincial Government
 Post secondary sector and School Boards
 Voluntary sector
 Municipalities
 NSARDA
 Regional Development Authorities (RDAs)
 Community
 Federal Government
 Chambers of Commerce
 Tourism and Culture sector

Summary - RDA Panel Recommendations
While participants recognized the value of many of the recommendations, there is anxiety
regarding what the transition will look like, and the impact on people, skills and current services.
There are still many outstanding questions, and people need time to digest the report further.
There needs to be commitment to working in partnerships, and using an iterative approach to
develop a collaborative plan to move forward. This synthesis report provides a starting point.

What We Heard: Nova Scotia Commission on Building our New Economy
Two short breakout sessions were introduced as part of the Nova Scotia Commission on Building
our New Economy, presented by Ray Ivany. Illustrative comments, in response to the questions
posed by the presenter, follow.
Question people actively engaged? Question: How do we get people actively engaged?
Question 1: How do we get people actively engaged?










Help people to see why they need to be engaged, and how it will benefit them [positive
messaging].
Communicate through all provincial departments and provincial agencies.
Harness the Chambers of Commerce to have an informal discussion with their members.
Board of Trades and Chambers’ award shows and events – leverage these events to engage
others.
Change the way you gather information [i.e., go to the people instead of people coming to
you, and collect the information for further discussion and implementation]; ensure
different age representation at meetings.
Engage universities and schools for diverse views.
Host a virtual town hall.
Private invitations. Identify different segments of the community/key influencers, and
contact them personally to ask for feedback.
Change ways to engage youth [social media].
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Engage youth as a bottom-up method for change catalyst [i.e., composting taught in
elementary schools, children go home and teach parents the new way of doing things].
Change the questions so they have relevance for people.
Find ways to value all forms of expertise.
Promise and deliver tangible results; set deadlines.
We need champions. Celebrate successes.
Advertising campaign – television, radio, print, social media
Identify sector specific focus groups to assist with identification of trends developing in the
various sectors.

Question 2: How do we confront reality, while building on excitement about new opportunities?










Find ways to help people self identify. A lot of people have good ideas but don’t know how
to move them forward.
Tell people what the opportunities are [e.g., supplier development for the shipbuilding
project].
Keep message and information simple. Be open and honest, accept successes and failures;
celebrate failure – learn from mistakes and reward those who want to take the chance to
do something different.
Find a way to engage youth; understand and support the opportunities they want to
pursue. We need to look for value added opportunities associated with the ship building
program, in addition to the skilled trade opportunities.
Provide examples of people who have gone through similar circumstances [i.e., Norway].
Provide local and provincial examples.
Post a video on Chamber websites.
Do more to assist current companies to get to the next level. Work to encourage people to
continue to grow. Find ways to make connections. Play matchmaker with businesses that
can help each other.
Develop a strategy for corporate buy-in.

Question 3: How do we encourage people to approach economic growth in a new and innovative
way?










Use incentives in some way; ongoing communication on new economic opportunities.
Education system would support through curriculum that supports entrepreneurs,
innovation, etc.
Invest in research and development, and assist with the commercialization of products.
Support successful businesses, not dying industries.
There needs to be a culture shift in the way people think [i.e., towns relying solely on one
industry].
Utilize RENs.
Youth has to be a big part. They are the future. Promote assets in the communities and
schools.
Get the younger people engaged with the older/more experienced [e.g., Junior
achievement Pitch it!]
Use immigrant knowledge base and experience.
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Less reliance on government leading the way

Question 4: How do we reduce the amount of energy expended when regions compete against
each other?








Focus competitive spirit in the right areas by confirming who we are competing with.
Competition is a good thing if targeted – “coopetition”.
Ensure professionals are retrained to develop and implement regional solutions.
Integrated businesses that have synergies
Building relations; there is an inequity of tax base amongst regions and neighbors; sharing
revenue – different models
Incentives for partnerships within neighboring municipalities
Regular and timely communications [i.e., feedback through Council meetings, frequent
talks and consultations with the business community]
Finding solutions together – bring municipal leaders [Mayors and Wardens] to the table.

Question 5: What is the place of small business development in our economic future?






Small businesses employ a small number of people, but inject the most into a community –
strong work ethic, resiliency, diversity, tenacity.
Given our challenges, lifestyle businesses are good to have, but should not be the main
contributors to larger success. We need startups. Innovation gets job creation and larger
growth.
Mentorship between established and start-up/small businesses
There needs to be more control at the local level. Some Federal policies are not conducive
to local business [e.g., Trading policies].
Maintenance of activities such as BRE, with effective referrals, is key for assisting small
businesses to stay viable and grow

Question 6: How do we bring consensus around shared goals for growth?






GNP vs. GDP – restate goals/expectations for the various areas/regions.
Focus on identifying entrepreneurs. We can’t help everyone, so our focus should be on the
ones best suited for success.
Build business focus in REN, as opposed to a political focus.
Identify strong and capable leaders to lead.
Good communication – open, transparent, and intense

Question 7: How do we leverage strong growth in Halifax to “lift all boats” in the province?




Promote Nova Scotia first. Attraction shouldn’t be focused on HRM.
Ships start here – metal fabrication, education, IT; supply those industries based in Halifax
with the raw materials or actually do early phase work.
Benefit of growth needs to be transparent, and linked to growth in HRM [e.g., sharing the
wealth, transferring/creating jobs – government outside HRM]
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Corridor between Moncton and Halifax includes wide variety of population sectors and
business types; use the cluster approach.
Tax incentives and credits to locate outside of Halifax
Encourage the use of technology; there are many jobs that can be done from anywhere
Integration and interprovincial cooperation and partnership
Residential development – one hour outside of HRM
Reduce barrier through provision of high-speed Internet to all communities

Question 8: How do we advance innovation, productivity and competitiveness in key economic
sectors [tourism, forestry, agriculture etc.] that have been impacted by globalization?









Leverage best practices. Attitude about quality vs. quantity needs to change. We need to
get away from the mentality that “the only way to make more money in the fishery is to
catch more fish”. This applies to all sectors. The “race to zero” mentality must go.
Balanced regulatory framework
Focus on ocean technology sector and build on that.
Use to best advantage colleges/universities to attract people and retain. Training facilities
also need to communicate their programs and opportunities in the province to attract
people here.
Process goods in Nova Scotia
Develop strategies to encourage more uptake on post secondary education to address
literacy levels.
Look to industry leaders for best practices.
Look at Employment Insurance/social assistance barriers, and how they can be improved.
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Appendix A
RDA Panel Recommendations Breakout Session – Raw Data
Note: In cases where comments are referenced more than once in the raw data, it is indicated by (n=).

1: Question What stands out for you in this report?
Regional Enterprise Networks - Core Activities
 More defined function required in relation to Core Activities Recommendations No. 1 & 2, page 16
of the Renewing a Regional Economic Development in Nova Scotia: Report and Recommendations
 Alignment with provincial objectives is positive
 Greater focus on regional cooperation and a reduction on possible competition between municipal
units for the same business
 Improved focus on the private sector input [small business growth]
 Reposition Nova Scotia in the global marketplace
 There are many partnerships that will have to be formed [provincial/municipal;
municipal/municipal].
 The mandate is very well defined-scope creep over time will need to be managed.
 Business development-creating new businesses
 This sets the stage for new investment attraction, if done right. This happened in New Brunswick.
Commissions were put in place, and it is starting to work. They went from 15 to 5 regions.
 Great opportunity to determine what we want this REN to be, or to look like
 Like the focus of new direction-economic development and business retention. Not everything to
everybody
 Highlights a concentration on business, but misses immigration, tourism and community
development
 Business focus: community side of things left out, which may align with provincial priorities but what
about communities?
Governance and Accountability
 Improvement in governance and accountability-often funding partners had little to say as to what
was happening in the RDA’s
 Common governance in place is positive
 RENs have to have a really good governance-not representing your Council’s interest
 Province and municipalities will start with a clean slate as equal partners-Federal role will be Projectbased.
 Consistency will be very important across the province, including Board make-up, and roles and
responsibilities.
 Transparency and accountability: what will be supportable?
 Seems that the recommendation was made to keep political aspect out of the discussion. There are
no political representatives on the future Boards of Directors
 Overarching strategy for the REN
 Measuring success is important and supports staying on focus/tasks/core mandate
 It’s good that the funding formula has already been considered.
 It’s good that there is a focus on governance and appropriate administration, in the best practices
section. How do we know those are best practices? There should be more of a discussion of the
impacts of the best practices identified, so readers can determine the credibility of them.
 Make up of boards 8-12 members. For example, 11 members if each municipality is provided a board
position, leaving no room for business members, no Municipal Councilors to be on the Board, CAOs
to alternate
 There is an opportunity for leadership to pull together other partners [i.e., Chamber of Commerce]-
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collaboration is key to success.
Need to ensure there is a good balance on Boards [gender, youth, race, different size and sector
businesses]
Economic Regions
 The jump from 12 to 6 is very surprising, as is the dividing lines. I don’t understand the rationale
behind it. We were making real progress and this division will take away from that. Shelburne
County is now divided and it shouldn’t be. Is this the beginning of the end of county lines?
 Bold move to have only 6 regions
 Geography will be a challenge for some of the areas. Too much territory to cover for what will
probably be smaller staff; RENs cover large geographic areas. Will there be satellite offices or people
distributed within the region? (n=2)
 Musquodoboit Valley: glad to see it connected other than just to HRM
 Lunenburg/Queens area: seven boards of trade currently exist; none are big enough to have their
own substantial voice at the table. This may be the catalyst to bring everything together.
 New alignment between Annapolis, Kings and Hants counties, but both Kings and West Hants have
withdrawn from their current RDA-what will bring them back to the table?
 Because they didn’t follow the existing regions [ERDT & Municipal], may be creating more difficulty
 Most municipalities work together but adding more to the mix may be tricky. (n=2)
 Regions and Committees of Interest are aligned in Yarmouth area and South Shore area.
 Dividing Shelburne County: how does panel envision dealing with a divided entity? South West Shore
Development Authority SWSDA collapse (n=2)
 Size of regions double edged- could promote collaboration, the challenge will be local development
focus
 People need ownership over how the boundaries are defined-this must only be a starting point or
draft
 Fewer organizations is positive; glad to see GHP on its own
 We should be organized around sectors, not regions. There is no opportunity in encouraging
regionalization.
 Guysborough County will probably want to go it alone. It has a great relationship with its
municipalities.
 Ignores traditional boundaries and that’s positive
 Geographic areas may not be completely right, needs some tweaking
 Conflict, the division of the new RENs is compromised by geography. Nothing new other than
boundaries. Impediment to relationships and understanding from communities that are much
farther away.
 GHP is left untouched.
 Western HRM may have more linkages with Lunenburg
 Brave to split up HRM. Rural communities may be more suited to other geographies.
 Common interests include immigration, BRE, and local business development.
 Create a corridor on communities of interest
Change Management/Transition Planning
 No talk of potential job losses with restructuring
 Seemed to be little discussion about how this transition may take place
 Logistics of transition from old to new model a concern-how to address severance of former
employees (n=3)
 Current RDA’s-Human resources-how will that be dealt with? Report doesn’t address this issue.
 Loss of professional expertise; how to be transfer the current activities, knowledge from the RDA’s
to the new REN [transferring the current local momentum from the RDA’s to the REN - gap scenario]
 RDA staff worried
 Good RDA people are going to be lost if action is not taken fast. I believe there will be arguments
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over head offices. No municipality that currently has an RDA Office will want to lose it and that will
cause friction.
 Workload and responsibilities taken on by municipal units to accomplish this transition: do they have
the staff?
 Time and effort it takes to create and implement a regional plan as large as this
 What percent of budget is used in the transition from the current model to the new model, and who
is responsible for paying this and making the transition?
 Secondment of existing staff from the existing budget, or through the new REN’s?
 Detailed implementation plan required
 Needs to be a recognition of HR Resources and transition
 Without implementation plan, hard to truly understand; without understanding, causes uncertainty
and confusion
 Access to clients, operational logistics, one office, satellite offices, communications, technology
challenges
 Need plenty of time to work this out-lots of consultation with municipalities
 There are opportunities for shared services among the six RENs
Challenges/Concerns
 Interested to hear the municipalities take this on. It won’t be as easy as many people seem to think.
It will be a tough hill to climb.
 The sales pitch to the municipalities will have to be very good. They may end up contributing more
than they had before, without receiving the same level of service.
 Consultation with municipalities could change focus of report.
 This particular discussion is premature. The report was just released and most people have barely
read it, let alone discussed it with their municipal councils. There was lack of forethought given to
the timing of the transition period and next steps, generally.
 Cost to municipalities is likely to be more, as less funding than old model-What are we going to lose?
Can we afford or not afford this? Are the right people/organizations going to step up? How will the
municipalities fund?
 With the use of secondments, there will be fewer positions for current staff to apply for.
 Client services will be an issue-how do we maintain high levels of client services with a larger area?
 Huge uncertainty caused by the process-What about jobs? What happens next?
 Doing more with less, spread too thin. Is there a common theme with new electoral boundaries? Is
it deliberate?
 Have we accepted the Federal withdrawal too easily? Very top down process
 Municipalities may see this as a push to amalgamate small municipalities, and may want to see REN
model fail.
 CBRM already ahead of the pack with their plans. REN may not fit their mold.
 Hard decisions – model reduction in employment from current model, ACOA project funding
 The report doesn’t address the value of regional economic development. It would be good to see
metrics around the value and impact to encourage the municipalities’ participation and adoption.
 Confused about the use of the word ‘transition’. This isn’t really a transition of the organizations,
just a transition of regional economic development in Nova Scotia.
 It would have been nice for municipalities to be considered, independent of UNSM.
 Where is the private sector? What is its role?
 Timing from March 31, 2013 to new functioning RENs unknown
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Question 2: From your perspective, do these recommendations make sense to you in terms
of a path forward?


































No, NSBI has a role in four areas, business not concerned about boundaries or focus. They want
their concern addressed. How will RENs accomplish what they need on a local basis? What slice of
the economy will REN work on?
Difficult to obtain consensus on priority development across large geographic areas
Trading patterns have been considered.
The limited Financial Investments [provincial and municipal] can be focused on regional assets [i.e.,
business sector clustering].
The five year funding will permit RENs to implement the region’s development strategy [less impact
from municipal elections and council turnover that requires a steep learning curve]
Overall yes, but not sure the zones make sense economically
Yes. Given there is less money available, there was a need to consolidate, we can pick it apart at the
highest level; assumes you believe in economic and regional development (n=4)
One stop shopping – collaboration – some are doing this now but we think that this model wants to
see consistency
Co- location happening in progress now with other business services – Guysborough, for instance,
does not have it – it’s going to call for leadership
There may be some casualties with this restructuring.
It’s bigger than one community or another - are we prepared to work together?
RENs should be reviewed every five years
CAOs and business expertise on Board of Directors-but politicians viewed as positive- will look on as
global or regional basis; would recommend Mayors as ex-officio
Challenges with model – politicians in ex-officio could be challenging
Term of time – governance – if one year, it will be short term - want to think longer range and longer
thinking
Board term structures may be good; need to be clear and consistent- a risk in a community based
organization to stay too long
CAOs can have a narrow view because to them it’s all about tax base and that is not economic
development; CAOs will stay for a little bit longer on a board than a year, some will not be good
representatives for economic development
Biggest challenge – getting municipal buy-in; will the municipalities support everything in the
recommendations in the report? Want municipal units to really read the report and absorb the
document before discussion in January
Boards going in with right attributes, people knowledgeable in economic development
Greatest challenge for existing entities if rebirth into RENs-anxiety about it-seamless transition is
what is desired
Attitude and leadership- training and learning if a partner is not ready-not slamming the door,
remains open for when they are ready to join the REN
Federal funding-to access a new model is necessary [ACOA Rep]
Accountabilities-What are the measures of success? What are the true outcomes? Outcomes need
to be specific and measurable-increasing tax revenue measures, as an example. It is a problem if
measures are opposing each other region to region-result is a net zero sum.
Good for neighbors, good for me
Everyone has a responsibility
Comparable with reporting structure; now municipalities are part of the reporting directly
It is good to see structured board development/skill sets across the province. There are good
resources available provincially to help with board development.
It supports the need to look outside the box-prevents missed opportunities.
Challenge-how are municipal reps selected to the board?
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Does make sense for a path forward; like what we heard this morning
Government wants to work with municipalities and RDAs to move forward-too bad the Feds don’t
want to be at the table with appropriate funding; looking to download to municipalities; Feds can’t
be let off the hook-maybe not funding the RENs’ operations but should fund projects; Feds changed
strategy overall-ACOA funding strictly linked to business
Opportunities to fund new enterprises might appear
Tourism suffering loss of Yarmouth ferry-keeping RDA funding would be a help to revive that sector
In general, they make sense. Not sure with the implementation piece. Will there be buy in? The
issue is that the buy in needs to come from no one sitting in this room currently. There will need to
be buy in from people that are losing and that will be tough to get; there’s still a lot of concern
The changes could put a new focus on economic viability.
Hope that change in structure will help to decrease parochialism, by taking the local politicians out
of the mix
A number of people thought that the larger areas may need to reduce barriers/boundaries between
municipalities, and that it may get some to start seeing that what is good for one could be good for
all.
Yes, think so, still some concern with the whole focus on business; good to cut duplication of
services but not good to forget the other aspects of development, that being the community
Good division of population in the new areas
More information needed to explain seamless service delivery
Is this a living document that can be reviewed and changed?
Standardize? This can be difficult and needs to be fully explained for full transparency and
accountability.
With municipalities as drivers/owners, this will encourage them to participate in this plan
o They will be the watchdogs of economic development in Nova Scotia
o Opens the door for projects which may have not been possible before
Need to ensure the regions are right, at the moment nothing seems outrageously out of line
The two ensure the partners will work together
Need to ensure the partners will work together
o Everyone needs to be true partners and have a desire to be at the table and buy in
o There are corridors and areas that make sense as regions
o There are some wide differences in populations for the regions
The core activities outlined in the report are too vague
o Where does training, trade, and innovation fall in?
o How do we expand on these activities to go forward?
o Federal and provincial governments have the same end goals-training and trade
o Need to drill down on these functions to see how they will actually work
Opportunity to refresh staff in transition
Refocus from community development to business development and job creation a positive step
Different skill sets may be required with the new model
Staff motivation in transition a concern
One participant felt number of RENs should be reduced from 6 to 5 based on geography and
population.
Plans and priorities are aligned.
Community economic development could be accomplished at the municipal level but still link REN
Challenge to balance community economic development at local level with business development at
REN
Transition plan will need to be developed and implemented. This was a missing element in the
report and creates uncertainty. (n=2)
Period between wind down and start up is a concern with respect to programs/plans being put on
hold, or slowing down.
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A standardized funding formula and mandate across the network make sense. It is good to increase
accountability.
Lack of clarity regarding board governance, lots of questions about how municipal representatives
are going to be determined. Some RENs have more municipalities than seats. More information
needed
Having priority sectors represented on Boards of Directors is a good idea. Look to Annapolis-Digby
to see how they set standards for identifying sector representation.
Lots of questions about the funding formula. Some municipalities will be asked to contribute more
than before to something that may, or may not, deliver the same as before.
Heavy administration-heavy ‘feel’ about it. Administrators aren’t hungry.
Pictou has a lot of challenges and differences within its county boundaries. It will be difficult to work
with Antigonish.
Should be more sector driven-sectors unite, regions divide
Not enough information to determine
Not sure how the secondment piece is meant to work. If municipal units second their people, who
will do the ‘on the ground’ work in town? (n=2)
Sharing the tax base for new industries established in the REN should be considered-is an
opportunity not to compete with neighbors but share the wealth…. 50% common pool share; 50%
to municipality receiving the industry in the REN
Not enough time to think this through. Only seeing the report this morning for the first time- should
have waited two weeks before calling this forum. Can’t offer thoughtful comments
What happens in situations where economic development is done by a separate entity? Need to
have a mechanism for community ideas to fit in
Board composition will be key- fewer bureaucrats, more business people
Municipal partners-full partnership, evaluation and review of activities of RENs work on overarching
strategies, CAOs and private sector businesses. Will it work?
Connection between RENs-overarching connection, collaboration, shared services, legal,
professional development-NSARDA
Governance- eight municipalities in one REN –Board size 8-12, no elected representatives or
minimal, Municipal Units have to be updated appropriately
Elected politicians are responsible for how their tax dollars are being spent and may have to be at
the table.
Non-elected representation on the board is an issue
Careful of micromanaging the activities of the RENs

Question 3: What benefits would this have for us collectively?









More accountability and linkage to local planning and JobsHere, but top down approach. No other
benefits 50/50 partnership; where will small municipal units get the dollars to participate?
Should be easier to manage 12 vs. 6
Municipalities will likely drop out and do their own economic development if they don’t see the
benefits.
Governance and accountability are benefits with this plan. Better buy in from business as well. Also,
ACOA has changed focus with some of their grants and that will benefit business better. (n=4)
BRE hard for a municipality to implement
Outcomes – high value jobs; results are more focused - job creation, maintenance
It will spark healthy discussion on what our best partnerships are and could be.
Can bring municipal units together more, make them more regional in approach, break down
invisible political walls, which can be a benefit and a challenge; 54 municipalities will get the sense
that benefits are across the board – better knowledge of how mutual benefits can strengthen
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individual municipalities; better opportunities for knowledge transfer, and generate more ideas
(n=9)
Help to define what Community Economic Development is
Good expertise and resources in one area if done properly; resources will be available for special
projects if certain expertise resides in certain RENs and there is sharing of those resources
Specialized resources for specific sectors in geographic area [i.e., fisheries sector, agricultural sector]
Shared resources, shared messaging- builds confidence, useful to the business community
More of a focus on skilled labor will provide NSCC and the universities an opportunity to develop
sector specific training [e.g., welding, specific IT skills]
Michelin example-one man responsible for them coming to Bridgewater
If you can get municipalities to agree to a common mandate, a focused mandate, and increased
resources, it could provide a great catalyst to business development.
Opportunity for business clusters
Doing this in South West Shore area-using existing RDA to do this-working well. More
resources/expertise from partners
Municipalities are true partners with a real stake in this model; municipal ownership of the plan will
ensure REN activities are aligned with municipal funding partners
A Regional Enterprise Network should make the sum of parts greater than individual groups acting
alone.
Greater cooperation and less government involvement is good, having it cost more money is not
Focused teamwork
It does not matter where the jobs are- the region benefits as a whole
Some will be up and running, and effective sooner than others, which can be used as a model or best
practices to help other areas
Standardization of mission and core functions means no drifting mandate (n=2)
Board development/staff development will be consistent
Easier to evaluate a risk, but is it better collectively because of that?
o Need to have some flexibility to respond to each region’s needs
o Some portion needs to be adaptable to the area
In reality, there will be differences, for example, CBRM has Federal Partners.
The stability of longer term funding agreements is excellent. However, this may be tricky to align
with the four year terms of municipal governments. (n=3)
Three year strategic plan- does this jive with five year funding
Sometimes it is important to hit the “reset” button to get a fresh perspective; merger-no, wind down
and restart
Should help funders to the table because there will be a clearer plan/objectives
Through secondment, integration with partners should improve
Attract more investors
Confidence in moving forward

Question 4: What additional question(s) does this raise for you?






Want to know what the goal is and what the measure is – the report doesn’t go into these specifics
and the devil is in the detail; if it’s just jobs as measure, it’s not really economic development; you
get what you measure: choose carefully
How is a new structure going to be monitored and evaluated? Need clear measurement and a
timeframe for the first evaluation
Be careful with the definition of words as they develop the model and mission-be sure terms are
truly understood and clear.
Will NSARDA still exist? If so, what is the role? Think the focus needs to change to accommodate
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this new vision in the recommendations. There is likely to be a coordinating role needed to connect
the RENs (n=2)
Where does the model come from? If each municipality wants to do their own thing, then how is it
standard?
Financing – who is going to determine who pays their fair share, etc.? (n=3)
Today it is 50/50. Where will we be in 3 to 5 years?
Will there be a fee for service for the administrative services provided by the municipalities? Will it
be standard? Will there be an RFP?
Would the REN co-locate?
Municipal budgets will be set soon, and it will be difficult to anticipate funding requirements; need
to act quickly
Will the municipalities provide bridge funding in transition, until such time as municipalities agree on
way forward?
Who puts in the first dollars?
Will there be commitment from the municipalities, and what if they decide not to join? Do they, or
can they, create their own Economic Development Organization? (n=7)
Is UNSM going to use “winning conditions” to get buy-in?
Are all municipalities legislated to be in, or can they opt out? (n=2)
Will a municipality that may choose to not participate have access to Financial Resources for
economic development?
How flexible are the boundaries?
Will the province consider smaller areas for a REN?
How do we get true buy-in from all partners?
Is there a plan B if municipalities aren’t on board?
What are the timelines for implementation?
Will bigger regions overwhelm small municipalities, and is the wheel of a small municipality going to
matter?
What about the Federal government’s commitment to rural Canada? They pulled ACOA, but have
they pulled their funding? (n=2)
Question of funding. With ACOA funding lasting until May, the province has a six month window
when a decision is made. There is a lot of uncertainty about whether the municipalities will fund
beyond March 31, 2013 (n=2)
What would ACOA’s position have been had this occurred two years ago?
What will be the breakdown of funds from municipalities? Assumption seemed to be it would be
based on population, but will it really?
How will the 5-year funding agreements correlate to the 4-year term of municipal Councils?
Are we really going to be reducing red tape?
Is this really a true partnership with the Province or another façade to implement their own plans?
Centralization could hurt small communities more.
How much are Councils going to see of the RENs from this point forward?
Are they going to lose the economic development people that are currently located in their
community [e.g., Shelburne ACOA staff]?
New Brunswick apparently had very similar questions after their new plans were announced.
What happens after five years?
What is the new model for the Board? Who should sit on the board? Appointed or municipal
elected officials? Size of board could be unwieldy. (n=2)
Governance model is key.
Time commitments of CAOs
Communication strategy – internal and external
How does the timing work? Board selection/training/five year agreement/three year plan? (n=3)
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Why stop here, why not do municipal amalgamation?
Shouldn’t allow the municipalities such a strong role in the new model. They’ll mess it up because
they don’t have the resources.
Sometimes you have to pick winners; otherwise you don’t have priorities or a vision.
Other municipalities will constantly wonder if other municipalities are getting more than their fair
share of the benefits; fairness is key (n=2)
What does this new model mean for the Department of Economic Development and Tourism? Will
there be changes? (n=2)
Who is the transition team? Who implements, develops, and oversees the actual transition? Who
holds the RDA’s accountable for the transitions? How will they communicate with municipalities,
RDAs and other stakeholders? (n=8)
Overall uncertainty with existing RDAs, making sure legal bases are covered for employees and
retaining staff for the new organizations (n= 2)
Employee retention is a critical issue. RDA’s are losing valued, talented staff right now. Lack of
clarity regarding future mandates makes this more difficult; are the RDAs being transformed, or are
they being wound down and eliminated? What is the potential number of job losses? (n=3)
What are the transition costs and how are they managed? Who covers these? We need to ensure
that clients are not negatively affected by the transition-staff could be splitting time between two
organizations; is the objective to still serve clients? (n=2)
Will there be consistency among RENs in term of governance and transition strategy?
There will be a gap between RDAs and RENs. There is concern about losing staff and retaining
capacity to deliver projects and address economic development priorities.
How does the NS Commission on Building on New Economy play into this report?
Who will deliver BRE and Newcomer Navigator Programs?
We can’t take a year off. We can’t lose focus on the clients – this is a huge risk. Potential loss of
momentum
The roll out might be staggered. Some RENs might get rolled out before others.
What do the secondments mean? They could help with the RENs and allow RDA staff to wind down
the RDAs.
Will current RDA staff be seconded, or just those from the Province and current municipal economic
development staff?
How do projects transfer over? Where do the community development projects live long term?
What happens to existing multiyear projects that currently have committed funds?
What is the role of RDA’s in the transition? Are we throwing the baby out with the bathwater?
Where is the focus on tourism, immigration, etc.? Does that fall by the wayside?
It’s almost too premature for discussion.
Can the province match beyond the $2.2 million? “Own the podium” idea – fund a common vision.
What is the bigger expectation? What will be different?
Will the province buy in fully, or partially?
This is a blueprint. Will the province and UNSM buy in – agree to be equal partners?
The recommendations are written on paper, but are they written in stone?
Both Lunenburg Queens Regional Development Agency (LQRDA) and Annapolis Digby Economic
Development Agency (ADEDA) have just gone through this kind of transition, and who knows if the
participating municipalities have the stomach to do it again. Fixing relationships and building trust
took a long time, years.
How do we engage with the new municipalities that are now part of our RENs if we hadn’t worked
together before?
What is the role of ERDT regional staff and municipal economic development officers in setting up
new model?
Need to look at best practices for organizational structure
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Should CBRM be excluded like HRM? They still have a Federal funding partner.
What will the legislation look like? What will happen to current legislation? This was not addressed
in the report.
What was the thinking around full focus on business, and lack of thought to community
development?
What about immigration? Who will take on this role in rural areas?
What happens to tourism?
Has community development been well defined, and what will we lose if there is no work done on
this side of things [i.e., Will we lose large economic generators such as Joggins, Grand Pre.etc., which
are projects that RDA’s have been heavily involved]?
When the model is fully up and running, would the RENs serve as a large resource of skill and
knowledge by the province, to address provincial or regional challenges as they arise? This would be
an intelligent and logical use of the new structure.
How is Halifax involved and connected? Are we setting up for urban vs. rural, by having HRM play by
different rules?
Will there be a networking mechanism for provincial collaboration such as NSARDA does now?
Why was there not more discussion around the technology options that could be integrated into the
proposed organizations?
What is the nature of the relationship with NSBI?

Question 5: What approaches can we take that will motivate people to collaborate on the
next steps?























Should have had more consultation in the first place
This model is a tweaking of what we have now. The approach should have been that if they didn’t
exist, how would we create them?
Facilitation assistance
Regional planning sessions- RDAs and Chambers of Commerce may be able to assist (n=2)
Involves CAOs and RDA executive directors in solution seeking
Engage the community and discussions
Create transition team
Standard process
Positive attitude (n=3)
If UNSM regional meetings highlight failures and “why it won’t work”, then the likelihood is that it
won’t.
Good examples – best practices across province; East Hants-success-we need to build on the success
A common focus on “prosperity for the future” will support this.
Get everyone behind one goal.
Focus on the issues with the highest impact – how do we find more $$? Tap into fiscal review? Tap
all spots?
Show municipalities the value of the new model so they won’t start their own RDAs. (n=2)
What are people going to get out of this? They need to see the value added or at least understand
what the goal is.
Successful organizations have a strategic plan – this needs to be tied in.
Can’t have a solution without a plan – need to connect the dots
Cost limitations can’t drive this or we are in trouble.
Can the Economic Commission that was announced tie this in?
The use of champions/high profile community/municipal leaders will support a more effective
community consultation. (n=2)
Must be a public forum to ensure people/public know about it
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Need more people like Donna [White Point] who express their passion for this
Need to identify a go-getter to motivate the Councils
The Summit is an eye opener-good news.
Councils and municipalities need to do their due diligence.
Current RDA staff should participate and help champion as they are aware of the new combined
regional community assets, strengths/opportunities/support economic development. (n=2)
Get the right people [employees] who will make this work.
Move toward a sector approach- more people will go along then.
The Province should get out to the municipal units as soon as possible - next week. Municipalities
are making decisions in their chambers right now about participating in RENs, and setting budgets
for next year. They’ll already be on their way to making other plans by January-February.
The transition will take time and requires a lot of face time with partners. Municipalities are
decision-making bodies, independent of each other and UNSM. The Province has to get in front of
them.
Engage the business community.
Use carrot and stick approach to entice municipalities who are on the fence, or do not want to
participate.
New RENS could force municipalities to hire additional staff to address local economic development
initiatives that would not be addressed by RENs.
The sales pitch will have to be well executed; will have to display the value of regional economic
development
The larger municipalities will have to be involved, but will it be an all or nothing situation? There will
likely be more buy-in from municipalities where the REN is located, and to which their
administration is affiliated.
GHP has all private support [i.e., Bell Aliant makes donation in GHP and nothing for the rest of the
province].
Issues raised on participation under the old system. Economic development representatives at RDA
meetings told to listen,” do not speak”.
Everyone needs to know that they’ll get the value for the money they’re spending, and not feel that
another municipality or region is getting more than they are. Fairness is key.
Need to have a communication strategy and it needs to demonstrate why it’s in everybody’s best
interest to collaborate
Demonstrate the value- elected people have a responsibility.
People need to understand it’s not a restructuring document – core activities are presented to the
REN but it doesn’t have to box the REN into not doing other activities.
Some groups will be earlier adopters than others – early adopters should benefit – reward good
behavior.
Collaborative behavior is about changing behavior
If UNSM delayed decision until every municipality got on board…. we’ll never get there
Incentives to be a part of it, certain funding should be in place – may not have certain funding
opportunities if not involved
Penalty for ‘bad behavior’ [not participating in regional development] should not be
able to find money to replace it
There must be open and transparent dialogue with the Province. That means two way
communications.
Will be some concerns about some of the boundaries that are proposed in the report
Other entities joining in make more resources
May actually get business community to put money on the table
Lower our reliance on provincial or Federal government. If that’s the only way a project makes
sense, it’s probably not a good idea. This is a hard message, but one we shouldn’t shy away from.
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If this is a done deal [the report], it’s all about the transition, not the RDA, but to the future.
The Department of Economic and Rural Development and Tourism needs to get out there and
spread the word, and reach out to people of the province.
What about a follow up survey on the report itself?
Information that will show municipal leaders the importance of them taking a step back, but still
continuing to fund
Work at convincing local politicians that regional models work best for everyone.
Virtual town halls
Clear direction and communication; share the ups and downs of the process and all information;
right now, everyone seems to be in different situations, and have heard different things; education
on the intended purpose of REN (n=9)
UNSM to ensure timely uptake on consultation, so as not to lose the momentum, or delay the end
result
Training involved for key staff
Focus efforts
Establish communication website [frequently asked questions, community calendar, etc.] to let
everyone involved have all the information, at the same time, in the same place.
We don’t have confidence around the transition plan-there really isn't one that we know of.

Question 6: Who else needs to be involved?
Business Community (n=11)
 Business community has been shy on the process to this point. If we want to be sincere, go back to
the business community-Chambers- and get input now, so it doesn’t appear to have skipped that
part again. It’s why the Summit was a 3-way partnership.
 Commercial tax rate payers
 People like Donna [White Point]
 Some areas could benefit from big companies like Michelin, etc.
Provincial Government
 The province at the initial step
 Different provincial departments
Post Secondary Sector and School Boards
 Make sure we have the right people to attract business investment-important part of having the
right kinds of economy
 Academic institutions; training and professional development [skill gaps] (n=2)
Voluntary Sector
 Hear that voice [not sure that it belongs here-with RENs], but part of the jobs of municipal
governments; need to ensure that CAOs and Councils’ approach is reflective of the views of that
sector
Municipalities
 UNSM
 Councils
 Municipal politicians
 Note: not all municipalities are currently in an RDA
NSARDA/RDAs
 Bring to the table the skills that are necessary, like when it was focused on the appropriate processes
and focused with appropriate people leading. NSARDA and/or new group could take the lead in
communicating with the six RENs. It would tie in the provincial impact, and ties regions into one unit
[UNSM this new mechanism?] Don’t want to duplicate. May not need to have a stand-alone
organization to do this. Put UNSM as the lead-it’s their stake and not the RDAs stake [like the
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NSARDA mode] (n=2)
 A role for NSARDA
 Existing RDAs could have more robust/active role in transition (n=5)
 Bonus incentives for RDAs [RENs]
Community
 Community economic development groups
 Various community organizations
 Taxpayers. It’s their money from both levels.
 Whole community needs to buy in and help
Aboriginal Government
 Communities across the Province
Federal
 ACOA so we understand how project funding still fits into this
 Local Community Business Development Corporations (CBDC) (n=3)
 Enterprise Cape Breton Corporation (ECBC)
 Community Business Development Corporations (CBDC)
 What does the Federal government think of this plan?
 Need to know Federal Economic Development priorities to ensure alignment
Chambers of Commerce
 Local Chambers of Commerce (n=5)
Sectors
 Tourism and Culture (n=2)
Other
 We need input from areas that have gone through the same type of process outside of our province
and country. If they have done something similar, how did they do it?
 New Brunswick dispensed with their RDAs. How did they do it? Did they benefit? Did they suffer?
 Local venture capital people
 More qualified people needed. Budget dollars not sufficient. Centres will be OK; service delivery in
rural areas will decline. This model must support the Regional Centres.
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Appendix B
Nova Scotia Commission on Building our New Economy – Raw Data
Note: In cases where comments are referenced more than once in the raw data, it is indicated by (n=).

Question: How do we get people actively engaged?

































Question: engaged in Commission Process? Or economic development?
Get some people excited and then drag the others. Promote successes, show pride in
successes/achievements, have campaigns.
Get them to see why, and how it will benefit them (n=3)
Ask the question, listen to the answer, and apply what is said.
Change the way you gather information: go to the people instead of people coming to you, and
collect the information for further discussion and implementation [true engagement process, not
consultation]
Promise and deliver tangible results.
Make sure project/goal is well understood and promoted.
Have to look beyond what is in it for me; have to have open and comfortable conversations where
idea is worth considering
Set a deadline.
Keep it in the forefront. Regular updates, media, etc.-not one interim report, but many smaller
ones. Know that there must be action. Give people hard fact to chew on. Invite response and
engagement. Make it real and understandable. Don’t lay blame.
Raise awareness. Communicate through all provincial departments and provincial agencies.
Make sure the province commits to carrying out the recommendations.
Change the question so it is relevant-people have to be interested in any issue for their particular
interest/situation
Positive wording to encourage people to participate - constructive as opposed to destructive
People need to see their contributions/input coming out in the final work.
Find ways to value all forms of expertise.
Convince people that a plan is not already baked.
Two way dialogue is very important; communication in a clear/concise way
Draw a line connecting inputs and results.
Consistent approach
Better definition of the role that is expected from them; make them part of the solution- everyone
seems to be tied to the problem
Need passionate people to lead this project – not government types
We need champions. Celebrate successes. Bring in people who care and don’t waste your time on
people who don’t. All leaders can find two or three people in their own communities that can add
significant information and input (n=3)
Private invitations. Identify different segments of the community and contact them personally to
ask for feedback. Personalize the interviews.
Engaging youth in a consultation at a community center will not attract youth. Change ways to
communicate [social media]. (n=4)
Engaging youth as a bottom up method for change catalyst [i.e., the idea of composting being taught
in elementary schools, kids go home and teach the parents the new way of doing things]
Change means act differently if you want different results than what has been seen in the past
Positive media events/articles up to community to determine level of effort
Must go about day to day business and pay taxes
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Negative connotation out there – needs to somehow create a positive message (n=2)
People in government programs, in government assistance-ask them why are they there? Use
opportunity to connect with them to send positive information.
Sharing success stories from across Nova Scotia and on a local level-things that people can relate to
( n=2)
In terms of community consultations, there has been a lot lately-there is an issue with burn out in
terms of gathering information in the rural areas. Burnt out and we really mean it
Town hall concept is good, but you get the same 10 people
Virtual town hall
Public forums
Stop asking the same people to engage. Hand pick key influencers.
Harness the Chambers of Commerce to talk to their people, have an informal discussion. Many are
involved in the Chamber of Commerce. (n=3)
Board of Trade and Chambers’ award shows and events-leverage these events to engage others;
highlight local successes
Idea fairs-dragon’s den/ideas den [i.e., Communitech in Truro]
Reach out to organizations like East Coast Connected to get a broader perspective outside of Nova
Scotia.
Getting people to “sell the idea” to their colleagues, Council and other partners
Online information gathering
Social media for youth information; ask youth-What do you need to stay in the communities?
Age representation at different meetings
Universities and schools for diverse views
Use RENs
The conflicting opinions need to come out, and a leadership role needs to be taken in reconciling
them.
Surprising effect on public – force politicians to be mature
More Ray Ivany!
Ongoing communication and education workshops, or conferences
Advertising campaign – television, radio, print, social media [facebook/twitter]
Incorporate various methods for people to share input, ideas, etc.
Sector specific focus groups to assist with identification of trends developing in the various sectors
Opportunity to include more business courses in the P-12 classes.
Good news stories from individual businesses that have used technology and skills upgrading for
their employees to grow their business

Question: How do we confront reality, while building on excitement about new
opportunities?







Humor in marketing – poke fun at ourselves a bit to dispel long held beliefs that are no longer true to
get a new message out
Keep message and information simple. Be open and honest, accept successes and failures; celebrate
failure-learn from mistakes and reward those who want to take the chance to do something
different. Open process to engagement.
Have to encourage people to self identify somehow, how do you entice them? A lot of people have
good ideas but don’t know how to move them forward.
Use our existing reality as the jumping off point; present current situation in a true and honest
sense; show individual impact on services, future generations, etc. (n=2)
How do you do that without the doom and gloom? Examples of people who went through it [i.e.,
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Norway]
Local and provincial examples; people are drawn to high profile people and groups [i.e., Sobeys,
Stanfields]
Honesty. Always the best policy. Who is willing to accept the reality? Try different things and be
open- minded. We have to expect different models.
We need to change the mindset that you must leave Nova Scotia to be successful.
Show examples of how other countries have done this.
Panel representative on the morning panel, growing his successful family company, was very
inspiring. Focus on the positives; look for opportunities
Leadership –local champions (n=2)
Leave politicians out of it
Realism with enthusiasm (n=2)
Need something to rally around
Tell people what the opportunities are [e.g., things like supplier development for the shipbuilding
project].
Have to find a way to engage the youth and understand and support the opportunities they want to
pursue. For example, skilled trade opportunities will only resonate with a percentage of youth, and
others will want to pursue different opportunities. Direct jobs for ship building will only resonate
with a few. We need to look for more value added opportunities associated with the ship building
program.
Profiling more success stories; meet the successful people (n=3)
Build a culture of mentorship. Identify capacity to support success, wherever it exists in the province.
Use the existing leaders in the communities.
Encourage lifelong learning-acquisition of transferable skill sets to assist individuals to move more
easily from a mature industry to the new economy.
Everyone knows and agrees with the bad news. Start identifying and communicating individual
community strengths.
Identify needs in rural communities and frame them as opportunities.
Identify potential outcomes for actions.
Identification of business opportunities that can feed into the HRM economy [suppliers of niche
products, etc.]
Use Ray Ivany’s passion.
Three bullets outlining Nova Scotia’s challenges- ask people to come out to a meeting to discuss how
we fix them
Utilize social media.
Target messaging by age group.
Consistent messages from all levels, and supports of government
Post a video on Chamber websites.
Strategy for corporate buy-in
Repackaging or Rebranding – see the glass as half full
How we, as Nova Scotians, can propose to do things differently
Do more to assist current companies to get to the next level. Work to encourage people to continue
to grow. Find ways to make connections. Play matchmaker with businesses that can help each
other.
No whining allowed
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Question: How do we encourage people to approach economic growth in a new and
innovative way?




































In the form of incentives in some way; ongoing communication on new economic opportunities
(n=2)
Creative economy is new to many
Put in place a short, medium, and long term plan, as well as the mechanisms to make sure it can
easily be changed.
Make resources available.
Invest in new innovations.
Take a chance on younger generations.
Waterloo and Dalhousie project: encourage expansion of this kind of project.
Be open, and receptive to good ideas. (n=2)
Needs to be a culture shift in the way people think. People need to be willing to go along with
change. (n=2)
Communicate where Nova Scotians can go to discuss a good idea.
Think about how to conceptualize value-added idea.
Use new and available tools such as social media.
Education system would support through curriculum that supports entrepreneurs, innovation, etc.
All levels of education system can contribute.
Invest in research and development and assist with the commercialization of products.
Be harsh- cut subsidies [e.g., fisheries that don’t innovate; mills that don’t upgrade]- motivates
Support successful businesses, not dying industries.
Change the model, and move away from the manufacturing days of old, where a town relied solely
on one industry.
Be interesting to define the future that could be, and then focus on the gaps, and how we can work
toward lessening the gaps
Money is valued, but the message has to be built on more than just that.
Future vision –there would be more employment and business options
Feature success stories in rural Nova Scotia
Discouraged parochialism
RENs
Youth has to be a big part. They are the future. Promote assets in the communities and schools.
(n=2)
Get the younger people engage with the older/more experienced. Junior Achievements “Pitch-it”
was a great way to encourage this.
Leadership – focus on moratoriums, Not in My Backyard [NIMBY] for wind. This is a hard place to do
business, until we change that. Put energy into Economic Development and Government Policies.
Don’t set resource sector aside.
There is value in rural areas.
Study or look at other peoples’ successes; prove that there are different things that work; give
examples of innovative approaches
We need to get beyond that traditional role of patting ourselves on the back.
Need critical mass and change agents!
Too many municipal units, too much cost of government. Don’t be afraid to challenge the status quo
and “we’ve always done it that way”. Build on what we’re good at.
Less reliance on government leading the way
Rural area must be willing to recognize and celebrate success outside of HRM. Attitude of when
dollars are invested in rural Nova Scotia. Discover opportunities outside HRM.
Use immigrant knowledge base and experience.
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Question: How do we reduce the amount of energy expended when regions compete
against each other?
























Clustering within industry
Focus competitive spirit in right areas by confirming who we are competing with. Competition is a
good thing if targeted-“coopetition”
Ensure professionals are retained to develop and implement regional solutions.
Echo park – that makes use of byproducts in Chester
Integrated businesses that have synergies
Cooperation with restaurants- making referrals to others when they are full
People need to see these connections and understand economic development
Bring people together to talk about possibilities and opportunities
Tax base survival challenges-how do we get beyond this?
Building relations; there is an inequity of tax bases amongst regions and neighbors
Sharing revenue – different models for this
One commercial tax rate for the whole region instead of competing rates
Fair municipal business tax policy vs. residential or fixed multiplier-be consistent
Keep lines of communication open-people have a stake in it
Incentives for partnerships with neighboring municipalities
Regular and timely communications
o Feedback through Council meetings
o Frequent talks and consultation with business community
Create common goals.
Finding solutions together –bring municipal leaders [Mayors and Wardens] to the table
Municipal government review
Port strategy
Provincial decentralization
We can’t stop competing until we stop reporting strictly on numbers.

Question: What is the place of small business development in our economic future?















Regions and communities all but close when large industry is the only industry and closes-small
business provided diversification-small business provides unique retail experiences, and play a major
role-spoken by someone who does not have these businesses in their community anymore – we
miss them!
Small businesses employ a small amount of people but inject the most into a community-strong
work ethic, resiliency, diversity, tenacity (n=2)
Small businesses grow to be big businesses, the balance between small and big is important.
It is hard to be a small retailer unless you have a niche in the market.
Communities are flavoured by small business [e.g., “Lunenburg is a great town to buy a gift, but you
can’t buy a wash cloth”!]
Attraction of employees is increasingly less about the money and more about the lifestyle.
There needs to be more control at the local level. Some Federal policies are not conducive to local
business [i.e., trading policies-some of these can make it difficult for local companies to supply to big
business].
Critical mass-what comes first, the people or the business?
Needs to be lots of communication for the greater good
Need leadership to displace/dispel despondency
Celebrate the change makers!
Given our challenges, lifestyle businesses are good to have, but should not be the main contributors
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to larger success: need startups, innovation gets job creation and larger growth
INNovaCorp 13 competition: most winners are small businesses
Maintenance of activities such as BRE, with effective referrals, is the key for assisting small
businesses to stay viable and grow.
Encourage and assist small business with their export activities
Mentorship between established and start-up/small businesses
Payroll rebate for small businesses as it was with large businesses previously
Apply banking and CBDC funds in most appropriate way - minimize barriers.

Question: How do we bring consensus around shared goals for growth?











Very small group of people preventing consensus-need mechanisms to deal with difficult people
and/or education-things can get very bogged down by an ‘outlier’ in business development and
community development and municipal government. All the same people complain- in the
municipal context particularly. Feed them [literally] and bring them in to consult and engage to
create buy-in-social connections to facilitate community engagement.
Politicians have to take a back seat, hand it over – get better buy in
GNP vs. GDP-restate goals/expectations for the various areas/regions
We often confuse small business as job growth generators, when it is really new startups that are
the growth generators.
Focus on identifying entrepreneurs. We can’t help everyone, so our focus should be on the ones
best suited for success.
Build business focus in REN, as opposed to a political focus. We need to protect REN from the
political influences-hold them accountable.
Have the correct players participating who want to make a positive change.
Identify strong and capable leaders to lead.
Good communication – open, transparent, and intense

Question: How do we leverage strong growth in Halifax to “lift all boats” in the province?














Ships start here – metal fabrication, education, IT; supply those industries based in Halifax with the
raw materials or actually do early phase work
Cross provincial impacts and growth can be built into Halifax based initiatives- if it’s done up front,
like with Nova Centre consultations
Integration and interprovincial cooperation and partnership
Corridor between Moncton and Halifax includes wide variety of population sectors and business
types; use the cluster approach
Better and more free relationship between the province and municipalities: need to have powers to
do the job that makes sense for particular communities
Benefit of growth needs to be transparent and linked to growth in HRM [e.g., sharing the wealth,
transferring/creating jobs – government outside HRM] (n=2)
Need to avoid the perception of an urban vs. rural divide
Promote Nova Scotia first. Attraction shouldn’t be focused on HRM.
We have a language barrier. Rural Nova Scotia creates preconceived notions that are not accurate.
Do we really believe that a stronger HRM is better for everyone?
We want to keep Nova Scotians in Nova Scotia, so we would rather see them in HRM than leaving
the province.
Show people that any piece of a bigger pie is better than fighting over said pie.
Tax incentives and credits to locate outside of Halifax
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Tax incentives/breaks for encouraging business [by the municipality or province]
Line up priorities and remove barriers.
Support and champion lifestyle advantages-hospitals and medical care, schools, recreation
opportunities
Halifax could be current lead.
Port side not competitive. Other ports can, and will do better.
Rail line and two terminals – private sector to convince
Residential development- one hour outside of HRM
How do you encourage people to move from Halifax and return to their regions? Start talking while
kids are in school. Improve and/or create a new transit system. Encourage the use of technology;
there are many jobs that can be done from anywhere!
IT sector – drive out to the rural areas like Lunenburg, the Nautical Institute in the Strait; no high
speed Internet in some areas is a barrier
Currently, there is nobody to catch a ball thrown out of Halifax.
Communication needs to improve so rural areas are aware of the opportunities coming out of
Halifax, so they can take advantage of them.

Question: How do we advance innovation, productivity and competitiveness in key
economic sectors [tourism, forestry, agriculture etc.] that have been impacted by
globalization?


















Leverage best practices. Find out how to get people to do stuff better. Eliminate poor practices that
are used to create higher volumes. Attitude about quality vs. quantity needs to change. We need to
get away from the mentality that “the only way to make more money in the fishery is to catch more
fish”. This applies to all sectors. The “race to zero” mentality must go.
Balanced regulatory framework
Find ways to encourage people to come back home.
Focus on ocean technology sector and build on that.
Identify the right people-use to best advantage colleges/universities to attract people and retain.
More could be done with training facilities. Training facilities need to communicate their programs
and opportunities in the province to attract people here.
Nova Scotia is a good example of encouraging and exciting people to come here.
New England-most universities per capita in the world. We need to use a similar model.
Show off successful local companies.
Process goods in Nova Scotia.
Strategies to encourage more uptake on post secondary education to address literacy levels;
celebrate adults going back to school
Revamp public school system/bring back industrial arts programs
Look at other education streaming models such as Germany.
Look to industry leaders for best practices.
Look at Kitchener Waterloo model to bring together business and post secondary institutions.
Look at Employment Insurance/social assistance barriers and how they can be improved.
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